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Chapter 1871: Demonic poison (1) 

 

“The soul of Zi Yuan? What’s that?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes suddenly lit up.  “Don’t tell me it’s a demonic soul!” 

“Yes, I am!” 

 yes!  the yin ghosts answered.  Zi Yuan’s soul is highly toxic and has a spirit. It took 100000 years to pass 

the Tribulation and become a demon. The demon Soul is in the box!  

“Spiritual poison! Tribulation transcendence to become a demon!” Chen Xiaobei was shocked.  “The 

world is indeed full of wonders! Even poison can become a demon!” 

“Everything in the world has spirituality and can become a demon!” The yin ghosts said. 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and asked, ” “Tell me in detail! What’s the matter with this purple abyss soul?” 

“It all started a hundred thousand years ago!” 

The yin ghosts began to explain,”a hundred thousand years ago, The Five Venoms sacred cult was 

established!” The founder was a poison master and he personally created a unique poison called ‘purple 

abyss’! ” 

 in order to let ‘Zi Yuan’ grow continuously, the sacred cult’s patriarch spent ten thousand years and 

used a huge amount of spiritual energy to let ‘Zi Yuan’ give birth to a demon spirit!  

 after another 40000 years, the founder of the sacred cult passed away. The seven subsequent sect 

Masters continued to invest a huge amount of spiritual energy in strengthening ‘Zi Yuan’ as their highest 

goal!  

 until 50000 years ago, the minor demon transformation Heavenly Tribulation descended! Zi Yuan 

successfully overcame the heavenly Tribulation and produced a Demon Soul, becoming a poisonous 

demon!” 

 however, after ‘Zi Yuan’ became a demon, he had his own consciousness and thoughts. He could think 

and act independently! Hence, we broke away from the sect master’s control!” 

The yin ghosts were all disciples of the five poison sacred cult and were very familiar with the history of 

the past. 

Chen Xiaobei had heard some legends from Qin Yitian, so he had his own guesses.  “Based on what 

you’re saying, the extermination of the five poison sacred religion is probably the work of this ‘Zi Yuan’!” 

“Yup!” 

The yin ghosts nodded and continued to explain, ”  he just became a demon not long ago.’Zi Yuan’ only 

has low intelligence. He doesn’t care about anything and only cares about obtaining the maximum 

benefits!  



 in order to devour the poison,’Zi Yuan’ killed and destroyed people everywhere in the sect. He even 

attached himself to the underground spiritual vein and absorbed spiritual Qi without any restraint!  

“In order to protect the sect, the sect leader has decided to use poison to trap the soul of Zi Yuan! Due 

to the greed of ‘Zi Yuan’, the trap plan was very successful!” 

 in the end,’Zi Yuan’ was trapped in the treasure chest in your hand. The chest was sealed in advance, 

and the freedom of ‘Zi Yuan’ was completely restricted!  

Chen Xiaobei nodded. He had tried to trap low-intelligence demonic souls before, and it was very 

effective. 

“Since ‘Zi Yuan’ has been sealed, why would The Five Venoms sacred religion still be destroyed?” Chen 

Xiaobei asked. 

“Man proposes, God disposes!” 

“Previously,’Zi Yuan’ cultivated by relying on the underground spiritual vein. During the process, it 

released a special slow-acting poison!” The yin ghosts sighed. 

“The poison followed the spirit Qi and spread throughout the entire five poisons sacred sect! From the 

sect master to the disciples, all of them had to use spiritual energy to cultivate and unknowingly 

absorbed the poison!” 

 on the tenth day after ‘Zi Yuan’ was sealed, everyone in The Five Venoms sacred religion was poisoned 

at the same time. Without any warning or preparation, none of them survived and were poisoned to 

death!  

Chen Xiaobei’s face was filled with surprise. 

He had never thought that the renowned five poison sacred sect would be destroyed in such a way. 

Those who played with poison were annihilated by poison! 

This ending was really too ironic! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not have any feelings for the five poison sacred religion. It did not matter if 

they were destroyed or not. What Chen Xiaobei was most concerned about now was the nature of Zi 

Yuan! 

“Is that slow-acting poison Zi Yuan’s special ability? It shouldn’t be that simple!” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

It was obvious that the ancestral master of The Five Venoms sacred cult had created ‘Zi Yuan’ and spent 

all his time nurturing its Demon Soul. The seven subsequent sect Masters had all treated ‘Zi Yuan’ as a 

Supreme treasure and had focused all their efforts on nurturing the demon Soul. 

If ‘purple abyss’ was just a slow-acting poison, wouldn’t the massive investment over the past tens of 

thousands of years have all been a bloody loss? 

“You’re right! This poison is only a drop in the ocean of purple abyss!” 



The yin ghosts said,”in fact,’Zi Yuan’s’ special ability is not poison, but an imitation of poison!” As long as 

it’s a poison that Zi Yuan has devoured, it can imitate it!” 

“An imitation?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up.  this means that there’s no need for any recipe, ingredients, or concoction. All 

you need to do is to let ‘Zi Yuan’ have a taste of it. It can imitate any poison in the world!  

The yin ghosts were certain,”yes!” As long as the poison’s grade is lower than ‘purple abyss’, it can 

perfectly imitate it!” 

“Level?” 

“Judging from the spiritual fluctuation,’Zi Yuan’ should be a peak three-star earth-god, right?” Chen 

Xiaobei asked. 

“Right! It’s a peak three-star earth-god!” 

“If ‘Zi Yuan’ wasn’t sealed back then, I’m afraid he would have broken through to the four-star earth-god 

level long ago!” The yin ghosts nodded and said. 

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up.  so, even if ‘Zi Yuan’ doesn’t use his special ability, he can still 

use the power of a peak three-star earth-god! Right?” 

“Of course!” 

 yes!  the yin ghosts nodded.  after becoming a demon,’Zi Yuan’ will have a physical form. Like humans, 

he can burst out the power of a peak three-star earth level deity!  

 if I let ‘Zi Yuan’ cultivate and turn into ethereal force, it would be able to crush all humans of the same 

level!  Chen Xiaobei thought excitedly. Anyone below the four-star earth-god level was invincible! This 

will definitely be a great help to me!” 

“That’s true … But I’m afraid you can’t control the soul of the purple abyss!” 

The yin ghosts frowned and said,”this venomous demon is wild and hard to tame. It’s evil and sinister. 

It’s almost impossible for anyone to control it!” In the end, not only will it not help you, but it will also 

harm your life!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” “Do I need you to tell me that? Before I release ‘Zi Yuan’, I naturally 

have to control it completely!” 

 how … How is this possible?!  

The yin ghosts couldn’t believe it and muttered, ” “The previous sect leaders of The Five Venoms sacred 

cult were all Poison Path great grandmasters, and they were very skilled in using poison! If they can’t 

control the purple abyss, how can you do it?” 

“I can’t do it, but my friend can!” Chen Xiaobei smiled and said with absolute confidence, ”  compared to 

my friends who use poison, the five poison sacred religion is simply weak!  



Without a doubt, the friends that Chen Xiaobei was referring to were the friends in the Three Realms 

red envelope group. 

It was easy for all kinds of heaven Immortals and huge demons to control a mere ‘soul of Zi Yuan’. 

“Alright, you guys can leave now!” 

 I’m fine!  Chen Xiaobei waved his hand and said, ” I’ll cultivate here for a few days. I’ll be able to grab 

the red packets during the food competition!  When the time comes, I’ll ask the few of you to send me 

some useful red packets, and all the problems will be solved!” 

Chapter 1872: Soaring cultivation base (2) 

 

The center of the underground world was the Treasury of the five poison sacred sect. 

This location was also the center of the underground spirit vein. 

Chen Xiaobei started to cultivate beside the spiritual vein. With the endless supply of spiritual Qi, he 

could cultivate at the fastest speed possible! 

…… 

When Chen Xiaobei woke up from his meditative state, six days had passed. 

Seven days later was the food competition. 

Chen Xiaobei had to go back in advance to prepare the instant noodles and book a red packet, so he 

ended his cultivation one day earlier. 

[ding Yingying’s cultivation base: early stage of God-Ascension cultivation base. Lifespan: [10100 years, 

physique: 1100000, combat power: 743200! 

Six days, 144 hours. He should have increased 14400 points of cultivation attribute. 

However, with the help of the level 2 heavenly path cultivation Halo, the cultivation effect was tripled, 

reaching 43200 points! 

Spirit Qi could not be compared to beast core essence. It could only improve one of the two types of 

spirit Qi and combat power. 

Because his physical body was much stronger than his combat power, Chen Xiaobei’s priority was to 

increase his combat power. 

“This won’t do … I’ve cultivated for too short a time, and there’s still a lot of spiritual energy left in the 

spiritual vein! Tomorrow is the food competition, so I must return to the Vermilion Bird continent 

today!” 

 I can’t!  Chen Xiaobei frowned.  the green jade gourd has been filled with 30 billion low-grade spiritual 

Qi! I can’t even pack the spiritual Qi here!  It’s such a waste!” 



Chen Xiaobei was in dire need of spiritual stones. There was a huge amount of spiritual Qi in front of 

him, but he did not have the time to use it, nor could he pack it away. 

This kind of feeling was as if there was a top-grade beauty in front of you, but you could only look at her 

but not touch her. It was extremely depressing. 

“The point is, everyone in the Qin family knows this location!” 

 what if they use up all their spiritual Qi after I leave? wouldn’t I be making a huge loss then? ” Chen 

Xiaobei thought to himself. 

Obviously, the battle for the Qin family’s heir was still going on. Qin Yitian was guaranteed to advance, 

but the other candidates had to hurry up and compete with each other. 

The Nirvana Black Thunder had destroyed their physical strength and Zhen Yuan. They would recover 

after a few days of rest. 

At that time, the candidates would still return to the Black Tortoise continent to continue the 

competition. 

If they returned here and hundreds of them consumed their spiritual energy together, it would not take 

long for the entire spiritual vein to be completely sucked dry! 

“No! I can’t let outsiders enjoy the fruits of my victory!” 

“Since I can’t take this spiritual Qi with me, I’ll use it all up!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

Chen Xiaobei was very generous to his family and friends. He would share anything with them. 

However, when it came to outsiders and enemies, Chen Xiaobei was very stingy. He had to plan 

everything carefully and maximize his benefits. 

This spiritual vein was the fruit of Chen Xiaobei’s victory, so he would not let anyone else have it. 

“Now that things have come to this, I can only use hacks!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and took out the sunlight cache! 

Obviously, the only way to consume a large amount of spiritual Qi in a short period of time was to let 

the effect last for a long time! 

“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei then burned his lifespan to activate the sunlight cache’s special ability. 

One minute in the sunlight domain was equivalent to one day and one night in the outside world! One 

hour was equivalent to sixty days, which could consume spiritual energy to the maximum! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei took out the heaven and earth furnace to enjoy the time-acceleration 

effect. 



After all, there were a few three-star earth-god materials in the furnace that would take a long time to 

be completely refined. If he sped up the process, Chen Xiaobei would be able to harvest the spiritual 

aura of heaven and earth faster. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei immediately started to cultivate. 

An endless stream of spiritual Qi gushed into Chen Xiaobei’s body like a giant whale sucking in water. It 

was quickly consumed to increase Chen Xiaobei’s combat power. 

…… 

50 minutes later. 

Chen Xiaobei stopped the sunlight cache. 

50 minutes of cultivation under the sunlight cache’s special ability was equivalent to 50 days of 

cultivation in the outside world, which was equivalent to 1200 hours! 

In this period of time, he had consumed 120 billion low-grade spiritual energy. 

This massive amount of spiritual energy should have increased his cultivation attribute by 120000 

points. However, under the blessing of the heavenly Dao Halo, it increased by 360000 points! 

This time, Chen Xiaobei had done some careful calculations. 

His combat power had increased by 256800, and with his original combat power, his combat power had 

reached one million. 

After that, his physical strength increased by 103200 points. 

[ding Yingying’s cultivation base: early stage of God-Ascension cultivation base. Lifespan: [5100 years, 

physique: 1203200, combat power: 1000000! 

 there seems to be some spiritual Qi in the spiritual vein. I can’t waste it. I’ll continue cultivating!  

Chen Xiaobei did some simple calculations and continued to cultivate. 

This time, the sunlight cache was activated for 13 minutes, consumed 31.2 billion low-grade spiritual 

energy, and successfully increased 93600 points of cultivation attribute. 

After using the primordial Witch King combat enhancement training manual, Chen Xiaobei’s combat 

power would reach 1.3 million! 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei chose to focus on improving his physical strength. 

 I’ve consumed more than 150 billion low-grade spiritual Qi in total after two rounds of cultivation. The 

underground spiritual veins have basically been exhausted, but there’s still a little bit left. I’ll continue 

cultivating!  

Chen Xiaobei focused and continued to cultivate. 

However, at this moment, the spiritual vein was about to dry up, and the remaining spiritual Qi was not 

worth opening the sunlight cache. 



So, Chen Xiaobei used the normal method and cultivated for a little more than ten hours. 

Coincidentally, after his spiritual pulse was completely depleted, Chen Xiaobei’s physical strength had 

increased by 3200 points. 

[ding Yingying’s cultivation base: early stage of God-Ascension cultivation base. Lifespan: [3800 years, 

physique: 1300000, combat power: 1000000! 

“This feels good! My spiritual Qi has been completely used up, and my strength has soared greatly. I can 

also use the primordial Witch King combat enhancement training manual to the maximum!” 

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  the point is, even if the Qin family comes back, they won’t be able 

to take advantage of us!  

“And there’s one more important point!” 

Chen Xiaobei was in a good mood and said excitedly, ”  my combat power has reached one million, and 

the first essence Soul Fire seed has appeared in my sea of Qi dantian. I’ve finally stepped into the 

threshold of spirit refinement!  

“One million and five hundred thousand combat power, one fire to refine the spirit! Five million and five 

hundred thousand combat power, nine fire god-refining!” 

The more Chen Xiaobei thought about it, the more excited he became.”Nine flames merge into one, 

forming the primordial spirit! It’s only a matter of time before I become a primordial soul realm earth 

immortal! Wakaka …” 

“Chi … Chi …” 

At this moment, the sound of two gusts of wind came from the entrance of the underground world. 

 someone’s coming!?  

Chen Xiaobei quickly put away the heaven and earth furnace and put on the devil mask. 

Chen Xiaobei had been wearing the Nightstalker outfit the whole time. After putting on the mask, he 

immediately went invisible and hid in an unassuming corner. 

As expected, two figures, one old and one young, rushed into the underground world at an extremely 

fast speed. 

Chen Xiaobei recognized the young man. He was the young master of the seventh son of the Qin family, 

Qin Wuxin! 

This kid looked harmless on the surface, but he was actually very scheming. Chen Xiaobei was not 

surprised that he would come back here. 

As for the old man beside him, it was not difficult to guess his identity. 

Qin Wuxin frowned and said, ” master …”That Chen brat doesn’t seem to be here …” 

Chapter 1873: The great netherworld Palace (3) 



 

“You’ve already been recuperating for six days. It’s normal for that Chen fellow to not be here!” 

The old man squinted his eyes and said in a light tone. 

He looked a little lazy, but in fact, he was carefully observing every corner of the underground world to 

confirm if there was anyone else. 

This detail was very similar to Qin Wuxin’s. They were the same on the surface and the same on the 

inside. 

Two-faced, extremely sinister. 

“Mm …” 

Qin Wuxin nodded and sighed.   that kid’s Black saber is too overbearing. After I was hit, I couldn’t exert 

any strength at all, as if I was seriously ill … Six days of rest is already considered fast for me. The others 

who were hit are still recuperating at home!  

“What a pity!” 

After the old man observed, he didn’t find any clues. He said in a deep voice, ”  I’ve brought a four-star 

earth-god instrument with me. I was going to take that Chen brat down, but he escaped before I could!  

 yes …  Qin Yitian nodded.   although his black saber is invincible among its peers, he will definitely lose 

against a four-star earth-god instrument!  

“Let’s not talk about him, let’s talk about you!” 

The old man looked at Qin Wuxin and said, ” you’ve achieved what you have today. It’s all because 

you’ve obtained a pool of blood essence of a four-star earth-god level blood ancestor by chance.  But 

even now, you still can’t completely digest the blood essence!” 

Qin Wuxin nodded and sighed.   the blood ancestor is a top-tier member of the blood clan. I’ve only 

digested one-tenth of the blood essence, but I’ve already obtained a special ability of the blood clan, 

which has allowed my cultivation to advance by leaps and bounds in a few years!  

 if I can digest all of the blood ancestor’s blood essence, I will be able to perfectly inherit the blood 

ancestor’s bloodline and control the nine special abilities of the blood clan. My cultivation might even 

advance to the earth level deity realm!  

 it’s a pity that the blood ancestor’s blood essence is extremely vicious and domineering. At my current 

digestion speed, I’m afraid it’ll take a few decades to completely digest all the blood essence!  

Qin Wuxin and his master did not notice Chen Xiaobei’s presence and revealed a bunch of secrets that 

no one else would know. 

Chen Xiaobei, who was hiding in the corner, was already in shock. He was even thinking that if he could 

find the blood essence of the blood ancestor, he would be so happy that he could fly! 



 the master of the great netherworld Palace had promised us that if you could take back Zi Yuan’s soul, 

you would exchange it for the great netherworld Palace’s ultimate skill, the blood transformation Divine 

Art!  

The old man frowned and said,”but it seems like Zi Yuan’s soul has already fallen into the hands of that 

Chen brat!” We rushed here, but we were still one step too late …” 

“Don’t worry, master!” Qin Wuxin composed himself and said seriously,  that Chen fellow has a special 

relationship with Qin Yitian. As long as we can control Qin Yitian, we don’t have to worry about that 

Chen fellow not appearing!  

“Qin Yitian?” 

The old man shook his head and said,”no!” Qin Yitian handed over an extremely valuable earth-god item 

this time. She’s already a Big shot in the eyes of the Qin family’s higher-ups. If you attack her, you’re 

declaring war on the entire Qin family!” 

Qin Wuxin smiled faintly.  of course I won’t attack Qin Yitian directly. I’ll keep an eye on her in secret and 

wait for that Chen fellow to come to me. Then, I’ll discuss the specific strategy with master!  

“Mm, I’m relieved that you can think like this!” “Don’t go to the blood Emperor Starfield in the near 

future!” The old man reminded him after a pause. 

“You’re not going to the blood Emperor star area? How am I supposed to digest the blood essence of 

the blood ancestor?” Qin Wuxin asked in surprise. 

 you’ll be watching Qin Yitian in secret. The people from the great netherworld Palace will be watching 

you too!  “I don’t want you to carry the blood essence with you because I’m afraid that your secret will 

be accidentally exposed!” The old man said in a deep voice. 

“This disciple understands!” 

Qin Wuxin was very smart and immediately understood.  “If I ask the great netherworld Palace for the 

blood transformation Divine Art, they’ll definitely find it strange! He will watch me in the dark and figure 

out my purpose of exchanging for the God art! If I go back to the blood Emperor Starfield, the people of 

the great nether Palace will know my secret!” 

“You’re Teachable!” 

The old man nodded in satisfaction and said seriously, ” “You must always remember that the ‘great 

netherworld Palace’ is the most notorious ‘demonic sect’ in the Vermillion Bird continent! Doing 

business with them was like asking a Tiger for its skin! If we’re not careful, we might die at their hands!” 

“I understand!” Qin Wuxin nodded heavily. The demonic sect was a bunch of crazy Tigers that ate 

people without even spitting out their bones! This disciple will be careful of them!” 

“Very good! I believe that you will be able to grasp the situation!” 

The old man said expectantly,”take every step well and you’ll definitely become the blood ancestor in 

the future. You’ll ascend to the earth immortal realm and charge into the celestial immortal realm!” 



When the day you knock open the gate of heaven, you will be able to achieve Dao alone, and your entire 

family will rise to the heavens. I can also benefit from it!” 

“Don’t worry, master!” 

 yes!  Qin Wuxin said seriously, ” it’s all thanks to master’s cultivation that I was able to obtain the blood 

patriarch’s opportunity!  This disciple will never forget shizun’s kindness in this lifetime!” 

“Alright, I’ve said what I needed to say!” The old man nodded and said indifferently, ” I’ll take my leave 

first. You can stay on the Black Tortoise continent. After all, the battle for the Qin family’s heir is still 

ongoing!  

“Master, please wait!” 

Qin Wuxin took out a small Jade box from his storage bracelet and said, ” “This is a ‘Holy Infant pill’ that I 

bought with a lot of money when I went to the ‘great Qingming Palace’ last time. I brought it back to 

show my respect to you, master!” 

“What? You actually bought a ‘Holy Infant pill’? ” The old man was shocked and impatiently took the 

small Jade box. Holding it with both hands, his face was filled with greed. 

“According to the legends, to refine a ‘Holy Infant pill’, one must first refine eighteen living children!” 

The old man’s face was flushed with excitement as if he had been injected with chicken blood.”Taking 

one ‘Holy Infant pill’ can increase one’s lifespan by three hundred years, and one’s aging body can 

become younger! In the demonic sect, this is a Saint pill that only the sect master can enjoy!” 

“That’s right!”  yes!  Qin Wuxin nodded and said, ” after I became the young master of the seventh 

branch of the Qin clan, I almost emptied the treasure vault of the seventh branch in exchange for this 

‘sacred infant pill’. It’s to repay teacher’s great kindness!  

“Good! Good child! How filial! I didn’t dote on you for nothing!” The old man gave him a thumbs up and 

praised him. 

Qin Wuxin smiled.  there’s no time like the present. Why don’t you take the ‘Holy Infant pill’ now, 

master? let me see how heroic you were in your Prime!  

“Silly boy!” “If you want master’s body to return to its Prime, I’ll need at least a few dozen ‘Holy Infant 

pills’!” The old man was amused. 

 that’s good!  Qin Wuxin nodded and said, ” even if my body can’t recover, it can increase my lifespan. 

That’s good!  

“Well said! Of course, I want to increase my lifespan! I’m still waiting for you to become a celestial 

immortal so that I can bask in your glory!” The old man laughed heartily and opened the jade box. 

Without even looking, he swallowed the blood-colored pill in the box. 

“Uh …” 

As soon as the elixir melted in his mouth, the old man’s pupils immediately contracted. He stared at Qin 

Wuxin with an extremely surprised look. 



Chapter 1874: One should strive for vindication (4) 

 

“This … This isn’t a Holy Infant pill … What did you feed your master …” 

The old man pointed at Qin Wuxin with one hand and covered his dantian with the other. He said in 

horror, ”  why can’t master’s sea of Qi dantian raise any true essence … What’s going on … What’s going 

on? ” 

“Heh, that’s a ‘sinew-rotting poison pill’!” 

Qin Wuxin grinned and laughed evilly.  the poison pill will melt in your mouth, and all your meridians will 

be corroded and destroyed. Not only will you not be able to circulate your true Yuan, but you will also 

be completely paralyzed!  

 you … Why did you do that … You’re my most beloved and trusted disciple …  the old man’s face was 

filled with disbelief. 

As he spoke, the old man spurted out a mouthful of blood and fell to the ground. He couldn’t even sit 

still and directly fell to the ground. 

Even Chen Xiaobei, who was in the corner, was shocked. 

He had never expected that the master and disciple who had been so affectionate just a moment ago 

would end up in such a state in the blink of an eye! 

“You love me? Trust me? Heh, are you suffering from amnesia because of your old age?” 

 seven years ago, I was still the son of a lowly servant of the seventh branch of the Qin family. Everyone 

treated me like a piece of trash!  Qin Wuxin said coldly. 

“I met you in the blood Emperor star area! When you said that you wanted to take me as your disciple, I 

was ecstatic, thinking that I had met the benefactor of my life! He thought that he could change his 

lowly fate!” 

“But what was the result?” 

Qin Wuxin’s expression turned ferocious, and he said fiercely, ” “You taking me as a disciple was just a 

pretense! If you don’t dare to test the blood patriarch’s remains, you’ll throw me into the blood pool 

like trash!” 

“In the blood pool, I was tortured! A fate worse than death!” 

 of course!  Qin Wuxin said coldly, ” I was lucky enough to survive in the end and even obtained the 

blood patriarch’s inheritance! But do you think I’ll forgive you for everything you’ve done to me?” 

The old man’s face was pale as he said with difficulty, ” it’s been seven years since I fished you out of the 

blood pool. You’re always grateful to me … And you love me like a filial son … I … I thought you never 

blamed me …” 



“Idiot!” Qin Wuxin snorted and said disdainfully, ” “If I didn’t pretend to be a filial son and be grateful to 

you, would you have let me live until today? I’m afraid you’d have killed me long ago!” 

“Pfft … You’re talking nonsense!” 

 you …  the old man spat out blood and gritted his teeth.  if I wanted to kill you, I would’ve done so when 

I confirmed that the blood pool was the blood patriarch’s inheritance. Why would I keep you alive and 

teach you so carefully? ” I’ll cultivate you!” 

“Hmph! You said it better than you sang it!” Qin Wuxin said disdainfully, ” you’re not killing me because 

you’re afraid that your life is not tough enough. You can’t stand the torture of the blood clan’s 

inheritance! You’ve taught me and cultivated me because you want to use me after I become the blood 

ancestor!” 

 this … This …  the old man was instantly speechless. 

Obviously, Qin Wuxin was telling the truth, so the old man could not refute him. 

In the corner, Chen Xiaobei pitied Qin Yitian. She was treated as trash in her family and cannon fodder 

outside. She was very pitiful. 

But then again, there must be something hateful about a pitiful person! 

Although Qin Wuxin’s childhood was very pitiful, what he had done today was already very hateful! 

Just the fact that he had set Qin Yitian up was enough to prove that he had become a despicable and 

sinister person! 

Only he himself knew how many other shameless things he had done! 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and put away his sympathy. 

In the words of earth, this kind of scheming b * tch was not worthy of sympathy at all! 

With blood in his mouth, the old man asked in a low voice,”since you’ve always hated me … Why did you 

wait until today to make a move … You should’ve had many opportunities in the past seven years …” 

“Of course! In my eyes, you’re the same as everyone else. You’re all fools who have been played in my 

hands! I can take revenge whenever I want!” 

Qin Wuxin grinned hideously and said,”the reason I haven’t touched you is that you can more or less 

help me!” Otherwise, you’d have died without a burial ground!” 

Hearing this, the old man laughed bitterly and said, ”  I’m really a fool … I’ve been played by you for 

seven years … And I didn’t realize it at all … I taught you how to act, but you’re much better at it than I 

am …  

“Alright, cut the crap!” Qin Wuxin walked over and shouted coldly, ” “Give me your storage bracelet!” 

“Wait!” 

The old man asked unwillingly,”you still haven’t told this old man why you’re taking action today!” What 

do you gain from this?” 



 ” originally, you were a core elder of heaven dominating faction and a core upper echelon of a top class 

family. Letting you live would be of even greater help to me!  

“However, I encountered a tough opponent!” Qin Wuxin changed the topic and said. Only your four-star 

earth-god instrument can help me suppress him!” 

“Who is it? Is it that Chen guy?” The old man asked. 

“Right! I think he’s called Chen Zhufeng. I heard Qin Yitian call him that before!” 

Qin Wuxin’s eyes glowed with ferocity as he said coldly, ” “You know what? Chen Zhufeng said I’m not 

as good as an ant! Ever since I’ve obtained the blood clan’s inheritance, I’ve personally crushed anyone 

who dared to humiliate me!” 

 you want to kill Chen Zhufeng? ” the old man was extremely depressed.  of course I’ll help you!  If you 

want a four-star earth-god instrument, I can lend it to you! Why do you have to break off relations with 

this old man?” 

“Personally! I’m going to kill Chen Zhufeng with my own hands!” Qin Wuxin said in a deep voice,’I want 

to prove that I’m stronger than him before I crush him! Her cultivation level was higher than his! Her 

trump card was stronger than his! I’m better than him in everything!” 

Hearing this, the old man’s face twisted and he said in a sad voice, ”  just for this … You actually want to 

destroy our seven years of master-disciple relationship with your own hands …  

“Buddha is just like an incense stick, man is fighting for his breath!” 

Qin Wuxin shouted ferociously,”I was bullied every day during my childhood!” From the moment I 

received the blood patriarch’s inheritance, I made an oath! Whoever makes me suffer again, I’ll make 

that person die! As for the relationship between master and disciple, only an idiot like you would believe 

it!” 

 you … You …  the old man was so angry that his face turned ashen. He gritted his teeth and cursed, ” “I, 

Nangong linglie, was wise for a lifetime, but I was foolish for a moment … How could I have raised you, a 

heartless ingrate …” 

“I’m not an ingrate! I’m a man-eating beast!” 

Qin Wuxin’s eyes narrowed, and he grinned. Four sharp and narrow fangs emerged from his mouth, and 

he bit the old man’s neck. 

 uh …  the old man was unable to resist, and the Fang pierced deep into his flesh. 

 hiss … Hiss …  Qin Wuxin sucked the blood in big mouthfuls, and his eyes revealed a sinister smile. 

In the corner, Chen Xiaobei was shocked. The old man’s blood should have been poisonous. 

However, Qin Wuxin was not affected at all! 

What was going on? 

Chapter 1875: A strange ambush (1) 



 

This might be one of the blood ancestor’s nine special abilities, immunity to all poisons! 

Chen Xiaobei observed Qin Wuxin’s face carefully. 

He found that the poison that even the old man could not withstand had no effect on Qin Wuxin! 

Qin Wuxin didn’t need to take the antidote at all. This meant that his body was able to resist the poison. 

In fact, it could be said that he was immune to it! 

Chen Xiaobei continued to speculate. Six days ago, everyone in the Qin family was poisoned by the 

bewitching Emerald fruit, except for Qin Wuxin! 

That was why Qin Wuxin could wake up in advance, kill Governor Qin Wu, and frame Qin Yitian! 

Everything made sense. After Chen Xiaobei combed through everything, he was sure that his speculation 

was correct. 

“Whoosh …” 

At this moment, Qin Wuxin’s blood-red vital essence burst out of his body while he was sucking blood. 

The strange thing was that this true essence was not stable. It fluctuated greatly and seemed to be 

getting stronger and stronger. 

[ding Yingying’s cultivation base is at the late-stage of God-refinement realm. Lifespan: 9999999, 

physical body: 1000000, combat power: 1000000! 

Chen Xiaobei immediately used his netherspirit battlescouter to check Qin Wuxin’s cultivation. 

After receiving the blood ancestor’s inheritance, Qin Wuxin had digested a part of the blood essence of 

the blood ancestor, and his body now had the bloodline of the blood ancestor. 

In essence, Qin Wuxin was already a blood clan member, so he had a long life. 

But the strange thing was! 

In the netherspirit battlescouter, Qin Wuxin’s physical strength and combat strength were soaring at the 

same time! 

Others might not know what was going on, but Chen Xiaobei knew very well that this was one of the 

special abilities of the blood descendants! 

By absorbing the blood essence of others, he could transform the essence of others into his own 

cultivation! 

Chen Xiaobei also had this ability! 

However, Chen Xiaobei found it disgusting to bite someone’s neck to suck their blood. So, when he used 

this ability, he always used a beast core to directly absorb the essence of demonic beasts! 

Seeing this, Chen Xiaobei was once again certain that Qin Wuxin was too cunning. 



Just now, Qin Wuxin had personally said that he had only digested one-tenth of the blood essence of the 

blood ancestor and had only obtained one special ability. 

At this moment, it seemed that what Qin Wuxin had just said was probably all a lie! 

In fact, he already had at least two abilities! And at least! 

“Phew … So comfortable!” 

Soon, Qin Wuxin sucked his master dry. He grinned and said,” I’ve got the four-star earth-god 

instrument and my cultivation has reached the one fire god-refining stage. I can defeat Chen Zhufeng 

with my trump card and cultivation! Cool!” 

[ding Yingying’s cultivation base is at the late-stage of God-refinement realm. Lifespan: 9899999, 

physical body: 1500000, combat power: 1500000! 

The value in the netherspirit battlescouter finally stopped, showing Qin Wuxin’s latest cultivation. 

Who dared to think about it! 

In just a few dozen seconds, Qin Wuxin’s physical strength and combat strength had both increased by 

500000, and his cultivation had broken through a minor realm! 

However, as a price, Qin Wuxin’s lifespan had been reduced by 100000 years! 

The heavenly Dao was fair. 

Although the effect of this special ability was extremely overbearing, it was limited by his lifespan, so the 

master could not use this special ability indefinitely. If he wanted to break through to a higher 

cultivation realm, he would have to focus on his own cultivation. 

Of course, Qin Wuxin’s master’s cultivation was extremely high. It was not easy to catch such a prey. 

That was why Qin Wuxin was willing to use his special ability. 

The effect of burning 100000 years of life in exchange for an upgrade was very great. It was far beyond 

the result of Chen Xiaobei’s long period of cultivation! 

Just as Qin Wuxin had said, his cultivation and trump card had both surpassed Chen Xiaobei! 

If they were to fight face to face, Chen Xiaobei would definitely lose! 

In this way, Qin Wuxin’s 100000 years of life was well spent. 

“Chen Zhufeng! Just wait! I’ll come find you soon! I will defeat you with my own hands and step on you! 

I will crush you like an ant! I’ll let you know who the real ant is. Hahaha …” 

Qin Wuxin threw his head back and laughed. His eyes were filled with madness. He wanted to find Chen 

Xiaobei right now. 

“Woof!” 

At this moment, a black blade suddenly pierced through Qin Wuxin’s back and came out of his heart! 



“Uh …” 

Qin Wuxin let out a wail, and his pupils contracted uncontrollably. The smile on his face instantly froze, 

and his expression turned into one of extreme horror. 

“Who … Who are you …” 

Qin Wuxin did not dare to move or even turn around. 

That was because Qin Wuxin could clearly feel that his heart had been pierced by a blade. 

If he moved even a little, his entire heart would be cut into two by the blade! 

“You don’t know me, but don’t you know my saber?” 

An indifferent voice came from behind him, causing Qin Wuxin to tremble and his hair to stand on end. 

 you … You’re Chen Zhufeng … You … Why did you suddenly appear? ” Qin Wuxin lowered his head and 

saw the black knife that had pierced through his heart. It was the Dragon’s edge! 

“I’ve been here all this time, and I’ve heard you crying for me. Of course, I have to satisfy your request.” 

Chen Xiaobei said. 

“What? You’ve been here all this time?  my secret … You … You know everything …  Qin Wuxin’s body 

trembled. As he spoke, blood kept flowing out of his mouth and chest. 

“Right!” “I saw everything that happened just now!” Chen Xiaobei said. I was hesitating whether I should 

sneak attack you, but you kept saying you wanted to kill me! How can I let you go?” 

“I beg you … I beg you to spare my life …” 

Qin Wuxin’s face was pale. He said weakly, ” “As long as you spare me … I’m willing to be your slave … 

And do whatever you want …” 

“Heh, do you think that if I spare you, you can live?” 

 I’m not afraid to tell you the truth. I used my golden gaze fiery eyes to see through your heart. I pierced 

it with a knife!  Even my medical skills can’t save your life! Unless a God descends to the mortal world, 

you will die!” 

“No… I don’t want to die … Please save me …” 

Qin Wuxin continued to vomit blood. He was like a dying lamp, but he was not willing to die like 

this.”Please save me … I’ll be your slave … I’ll be your dog … Please save me …” He begged. 

“Originally, I also wanted to take you in as a loyal dog!”  what a pity!  Chen Xiaobei said.  you have the 

special ability to be immune to all poisons!  I can’t be sure if the dog food will work on you! Therefore, 

killing you is the most appropriate move!” 

 No… I don’t want to die … No…  Qin Wuxin was already on the verge of death, but he was still wailing 

unwillingly. 

Today was supposed to be a new height in Qin Wuxin’s life. 



Never in his dreams would he have thought that the time when he was the proudest and most carefree 

would actually be the time of his death. 

“BOOM!” 

Suddenly, a terrifying ethereal force descended from the sky and headed straight for Chen Xiaobei’s 

head. 

 this … This is the power of a peak four-star earth-god …  

Chen Xiaobei’s pupils contracted as his entire body was enveloped by a blinding true essence spiritual 

light. 

Chapter 1876: The mysterious earth level deity (2) 

“BOOM!” 

A huge true essence spiritual light crushed down. 

In terms of speed, Chen Xiaobei could not Dodge. In terms of strength, Chen Xiaobei could not fight 

back. 

Chen Xiaobei could only watch as he was hit! 

Of course, although the attack was terrifying, it had not reached the strength of a five-star earth-god 

and could not break through the defense of the master-protecting puppet! 

Chen Xiaobei was not worried that he would be killed in an instant! 

But Chen Xiaobei was very confused. Who did this sneak attack come from? 

“Boom boom boom …” 

The next moment, Chen Xiaobei’s ethereal force struck! 

The terrifying power caused the entire underground world to tremble violently, as if the entire space 

was about to collapse! 

The force of the impact shattered the ground and Chen Xiaobei was sent dozens of meters deep into the 

ground! 

 this power … Is simply too terrifying … Even if I use all my trump cards, I still won’t be able to resist it …  

Chen Xiaobei was stuck deep in the ground, shocked. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind was very stable. He calmly put on the ghost mask and activated 

the stealth effect of his Nightstalker outfit. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei took out the returning bracelet, ready to retreat at any moment. 

After bei Xuan moved, the returning bracelet’s original location was set in Chen Xiaobei’s room in the 

Vermilion Bird continent. 

As long as he could get through the portal, Chen Xiaobei would be safe. 



“Strange? Why did the enemy retreat first?” 

Chen Xiaobei was planning to retreat on his own, but when he looked up, he saw a figure shrouded in 

ethereal force leaving the underground world. 

“From the speed and true core strength of that figure, I can tell that it’s a peak four-star earth immortal! 

He’s the one who ambushed me just now!” 

 I’m not sure!  Chen Xiaobei frowned.  a peak four-star earth-god’s primordial spirit is very powerful. The 

primordial spirit realm should be able to cover my entire area! He should be able to sense that I am still 

alive! But why didn’t he come down and kill me?” 

Chen Xiaobei could not guess the identity of this mysterious earth level deity. 

However, Chen Xiaobei could deduce one possibility of this guy’s purpose! 

“That earth level deity launched an attack in a hurry before Qin Wuxin died! After suppressing me, he 

retreated without stopping! Don’t tell me …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression changed and he quickly returned to the ground! 

“Qin Wuxin’s body is gone! His master’s storage bracelet is also gone!” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, ” “If I’m not mistaken, that mysterious earth level deity is probably 

closely related to Qin Wuxin! In order to save Qin Wuxin’s life, he had to retreat as soon as possible. 

That’s why he didn’t have time to chase after me!” 

Judging from the situation at the scene, this possibility was very high. 

But Chen Xiaobei frowned and said in disbelief, ” “Qin Wuxin’s heart was pierced by my saber, and it’s 

basically broken into two halves! Other than the immortals, no other medical skills in the human world 

can save Qin Wuxin’s life!” 

“However, if I can’t save Qin Wuxin, that mysterious earth level deity will have no reason to let me go! 

Even if Qin Wuxin’s body is useful, he should have killed me before taking it away!” 

 the mysterious earth level deity chose to take away Qin Wuxin, who was still breathing, first. This is 

enough to prove that he has a way to save Qin Wuxin!  

This matter was very complicated. Chen Xiaobei’s thoughts were in a dilemma. 

However, everything was still in the stage of speculation. Without any concrete evidence, Chen Xiaobei’s 

conflict could not be resolved. 

“Forget it … I don’t have any clues, so it’s useless even if I think until my head explodes …” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and opened the returning bracelet’s portal.  “Let’s go back to 

Vermilion Bird first and settle the food competition! As for whether Qin Wuxin is Dead or Alive, we can 

only take one step at a time!” 

“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei went through the portal and returned to his room in bei Xuan faction. 



“Phew …” 

Chen Xiaobei let out a long sigh and lay down on the bed. He could finally relax. 

But without a doubt, this relief would only be temporary. 

Qin Wuxin and the mysterious earth level deity were both Chen Xiaobei’s biggest threats. If Chen 

Xiaobei did not get rid of them, they would come to him and get rid of him sooner or later! 

Of course, this was all for the future. Without any clues, it was useless to think about it. 

“Tomorrow is the food competition. I’ll go to the Brotherhood first and order some red packets that I 

need! We’ll be able to use it tomorrow!” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and took out his phone. 

After entering the Brotherhood group, Chen Xiaobei did not immediately say anything because there 

was an important discussion in the group. 

Red Boy, you scammed Shen Gongbao! You actually blacklisted me! (Furious) 

Lao Wang, [ it’s not just you. I’ve also been blacklisted by Shen Gongbao … It seems that we can’t return 

to the heaven realm anymore … ] 

[ Nezha, we are all here to carry out the Three Realms mission! ] Why don’t you let us go back after 

we’ve completed our mission? What does Shen Gongbao mean by blacklisting all of us? (Despicable) 

Red Boy,”didn’t you ask your father, Pagoda-bearing Heavenly King Li Jing?” 

Nezha replied,”I did … My father said that the secrets of heaven must not be revealed …” 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: ” you’re all too naïve! The clan of enlightenment arranged this mission 

to deal with Xiaobei!  If you didn’t manage to trick Xiaobei, you can’t go back! 

Old Wang,”yeah!” “When the church sent the three of us to the mortal world, they asked little north to 

help us gather believers. If we did not gather enough, we would punish little north! 

Lao Wang: ” in the end, Xiaobei used a clever trick and helped us gain a large number of believers. The 

clan of enlightenment has no reason to punish Xiaobei!  

Xiao Tianquan thought,”not only did you guys fail to trick God Chen, but you’ve also become his good 

friends!” In the eyes of the clan of enlightenment, you have already surrendered to the enemy. This 

should be the reason why Shen Gongbao blacklisted you! 

[ Jiang Ziya: that’s right! ] I was demoted to the mortal world because I accepted Xiaobei’s Red packet. I 

was regarded as a traitor by the clan of enlightenment! 

[ Jiang Ziya: there’s also six-eared macaque and Lu Bu. They were all sent down to the mortal world to 

kill little north. In the end, they’ve all become little North’s good friends! ] In chanism’s eyes, Xiaobei’s 

friends were all their enemies! 

Red Boy thought, I finally understand! The Three Realms mission was a huge pit! From the moment we 

became friends with bro bei, we could no longer return to heaven! 



The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: ‘When Xiaobei achieves the celestial immortal’s great Dao and knocks 

open the door to the heaven realm, he’ll be the only one to achieve Dao. All of you can follow Xiaobei 

and return to the heaven realm!’ 

[ yeah … We can’t go back to the heavenly realm because of Xiaobei! ] But I believe that in the near 

future, Xiaobei will definitely bring us back to heaven! 

Nezha,”yes!” I also believe in Xiaobei Gege! He definitely could! 

Red Boy,’I believe in bro bei too! The Three Realms is so big, I only respect my bro bei! 

Old Wang thought,”we all believe in Xiaobei, but we all need to make good use of our time to train!” He 

might not be able to help Xiao bei, but he definitely could not drag him down! 

Chen Xiaobei, thank you for trusting me, brothers! I’ve seen everything you’ve said. I’ll do my best to 

bring you back to heaven! 

Celestial Hound, God Chen! You’re finally here! I have an extremely important thing to tell you! 

(Nervous) 

Chapter 1877: Primordial spirit heavenly flame (3) 

 

Chen Xiaobei: 

Xiao Tianquan: ” recently, there’s someone who wants to come down to the mortal world to carry out 

the Three Realms mission. If there’s no accident, they’re definitely coming for you!  

Chen Xiaobei: (Shocked) just now, everyone said that the Three Realms mission was a sinkhole. Who 

would still be willing to descend to the mortal world to carry out the mission? Unless he didn’t want to 

go back! 

[ Jiang Ziya: if I can get rid of you, the people who carried out the mission will definitely be able to go 

back, and they will also be rewarded handsomely! ] 

Chen Xiaobei: ” who is it? can you confirm? ” 

Xiao Tianquan: ” I’m not sure yet. I only heard some news from Erlang immortal master. Only Shen 

Gongbao knows the core details.  

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal, Xiaobei! This matter had to be guarded against! During the Mid-

Autumn Festival, the prime of Tongtian had used 300 bad luck talismans on Shen Gongbao. Not only did 

he lose a 9000-year-old immortal peach, but he had also been suffering from bad luck recently! He 

already hates you to the core! 

The celestial Hound,”yes!” Shen gongpao did not dare to take revenge on the prime of Tongtian, so he 

could only hold his anger in and take revenge on God Chen! 

Chen Xiaobei: I’ll definitely be on guard against a sinister b * tch like Shen Gongbao! 



The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal-it’s good that you understand! Be more careful in everything. If there’s 

anything you can’t get over, just say it in the group. Everyone will work together to help you solve it! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I really do have two things that I need everyone’s help with!  

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: We’ll definitely do our best to help you! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” first, it’s about the ‘divine fire’!  Refining pills, weapons, and talismans all required fire! 

The things I’m coming into contact with are getting more and more advanced, and the wondrous spell 

spirit Heart Flame is no longer enough! 

Red Boy, don’t you still have me? 

Chen Xiaobei: ” your true Samadhi fire is powerful, but I can’t always keep you by my side! 

Nezha,”didn’t you get the heaven and earth smelt during the Mid-Autumn Festival?” Couldn’t he just 

use the spiritual aura of heaven and earth to upgrade the wondrous spell spirit Heart Flame? 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: This was not worth it! The wondrous spell spirit Heart Flame itself was a 

low grade divine flame, and it did not possess any offensive capabilities! The cost-performance ratio of 

upgrading was too low! 

Xiao Tianquan: ” furthermore, the growth rate of the wondrous spell spirit Heart Flame is too low. It can 

only reach the level of a five-star earth-god at most. It can no longer grow. The spiritual aura of heaven 

and earth that was invested in it would be wasted!  

Chen Xiaobei: ” that’s right! I’ve thought about everything you guys said!  Therefore, I hope to have my 

own divine fire! It can be forged and raised according to my will! 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: ” have you reached the God-Ascension level? ” 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I’ve achieved it. I just created a primordial Spirit Fire seed today. What does this have to 

do with divine fire? ” 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal-of course it’s related! Red boy’s true Samadhi fire and Cult Master 

Minghe’s blood sea holy flame were both essence soul flames! 

Chen Xiaobei, there’s such a saying! (Shocked) 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: Those above the God-Ascension realm all had primordial spirit flames! 

However, some people didn’t value primordial Spirit Fire and didn’t put much effort into nurturing it. 

Primordial Spirit Fire didn’t have much power, so they never used it! 

[ The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: but some people place great importance on primordial Spirit Fire. 

They use special cultivation techniques and divine mantras. They invest a large amount of resources to 

cultivate their primordial Spirit Fire into a deviant fire! ] Not only did it possess offensive capabilities, but 

it could also be used to refine all living things! 

Chen Xiaobei: In the human world, ordinary people couldn’t even take care of their own cultivation. 

They had no time and no resources to cultivate primordial spirit strange fire! 



The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: ” not only mortals, even in the heaven realm, most people don’t 

practice primordial spirit strange fire. After all, it’s just an extra skill. It won’t affect the progress of their 

own cultivation!  

Chen Xiaobei, I need this skill! The primordial spirit heavenly flame has many uses for me! I must 

cultivate! 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal thought,”this is the right decision!” Even if you don’t want to refine it, 

this Old Sun will still advise you to refine it well! That was because, apart from being able to refine all 

things, primordial spirit heavenly flames also had great destructive power! 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal, Red boy’s true Samadhi fire, and Cult Master Minghe’s blood sea holy 

armor were all trump cards! It was even more powerful than an ordinary divine artifact! 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal thought,”my Golden Eye flames are slightly weaker than theirs!” But I 

can burn an ordinary heavenly soldier to death with just a glare! Just think about how powerful the alien 

flame is! 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself ,’heavenly soldiers are just ordinary divine Immortals! (Shocked) you 

can burn me to death just by staring at me … My brother monkey is so powerful …(Dumbfounded) 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: “my alien flame isn’t the strongest. If you cultivate well, you’ll surpass 

me sooner or later!  

“Monkey King, you think too highly of me … I’m afraid I’ll need 108000 years to reach your level!” Let’s 

talk about something more practical. How exactly do you cultivate a strange fire? 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal-an ordinary person would be able to cultivate it with an ordinary 

Mystical Fire technique! If it was someone with a special bloodline, they would have to use a special 

cultivation technique! 

Chen Xiaobei,’I have the witch Dragon bloodline …’ 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal-witch Dragon bloodline? (Surprised) the witch dragon’s blood is a nine-

star divine item! One had to find a nine-star divine level cultivation technique in order to produce the 

highest grade primordial spirit strange fire! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” this …  [ sweating ] [ nine-star divine-tier cultivation technique … I can’t possibly find it … 

] 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: ” I can’t help you with this either … Witch Dragon was originally a 

Dragon. In the later stages, he fell into the path of witchcraft!  Therefore, the cultivation technique you 

need not only has to reach the nine Star divine level, but it also has to be a witchcraft cultivation 

technique … 

Celestial Hound: ” this is troublesome. The Sorcerer tribe is the most hostile tribe to the heavenly court. 

The Sorcerer tribe’s cultivation techniques are absolutely forbidden. We can’t find them …  

Chen Xiaobei thought, maybe I can ask Taiyin true deity! 

Red Boy asked,”who’s Taiyin true deity?” 



[ The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: immortal Taiyin is a cultivator in the primitive times. He once helped 

the Wu tribe fight the human tribe and severely injured Emperor Xuanyuan with Taiyin divine seal of 

destruction. He’s very powerful! ] 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: ” however, true deity Taiyin himself was also severely injured and fell 

into the reincarnation tribulation. There has been no news of him since!  After that, little north 

contacted true deity Taiyin and even became friends with him! 

Red Boy, amazing! Emperor Xuanyuan was one of the three Royals and five Emperors, a top core 

member of the heavenly court! Taiyin true immortal could wound Emperor Xuanyuan, which indicated 

his great power! Bro bei, when are you going to add this awesome person into the group? 

Nezha,”idiot!” True immortal Taiyin has a close relationship with the Sorcerer tribe and is a thorn in the 

heavenly court’s side. If we pull him into the group, we’ll all become wanted criminals of the heavenly 

court! 

Red Boy: ” tsk, we’ve already been blacklisted by Shen Gongbao. Do you still think you can return to the 

heavenly courts and be the third Prince? ” Stop dreaming! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” alright! You two stop quarreling!  Taiyin true deity was not suitable to join the group! 

Xiao Tianquan,”didn’t you just say that you have two things to ask us?” What was the other thing 

besides the divine fire? 

You can also ask Taiyin true deity about the other thing! Let’s not talk about it first, I’m going to chat 

with him privately! 

Chapter 1878: Primordial spirit blood contract (4) 

 

Chen Xiaobei-Brother Sun Moon! Are you there? I have something to ask you! 

Taiyin true deity: Long time no see! What’s the matter? just say it! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I’m really sorry … It’s been so long since we’ve contacted each other. The first thing I’m 

asking for is your help …  

Taiyin true deity,”what are you saying?” You don’t treat me as a friend anymore? 

Chen Xiaobei: Brother, you will always be my friend! 

Taiyin true deity: ” true friends don’t need to keep in touch. Just a word. No, just a look is enough!  

Taiyin true deity, [ your eyes are right, I’m right! ] If I don’t do my best to help you, we can’t be 

considered true friends! 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself,’my brother is indeed a man who values relationships! I’ll just say it! 

I’ve just reached a million combat power and produced an essence Soul Fire seed! I want to cultivate my 

own primordial spirit strange fire! 

Taiyin true deity-this is a good thing! What can I do for you? 



 because my blood has been replaced with witch dragon blood. It has evolved into the witch Dragon 

bloodline … So, to practice the primordial spirit strange fire, I need a nine-star divine cultivation 

technique. It might even need a witch’s cultivation technique …  

Taiyin true deity-no problem! I can help you! 

Chen Xiaobei: (Surprise) however, this kind of cultivation technique shouldn’t be easy to find, right? 

Taiyin true deity: This kind of cultivation technique was extremely difficult to find! One must know that 

the Sorcerer tribe attached great importance to the physical body, and no one cultivated the primordial 

spirit strange fire! I’ve never even heard of the Sorcerer tribe having any cultivation technique for 

primordial spirit heavenly flame! 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’this … This means that my primordial Spirit Fire is completely useless?’ (Frown) 

Taiyin true deity: I haven’t finished my words! (Hehe) cultivation techniques are indeed hard to find, but 

you’re lucky! 

Chen Xiaobei: What did that mean? 

Taiyin true deity: ” not long ago, I was traveling in the ancient Barrens and happened to find a relic left 

by Long Wu. There’s a technique to cultivate primordial spirit strange fire in it!  

Chen Xiaobei: This was too much of a coincidence! It was like a drowsy person meeting a pillow! 

(Extremely surprised) 

Taiyin true deity: There was no such thing as a pure coincidence in this world! It’s your luck that changed 

the trajectory of some things and brought me to the witch Dragon ruins! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” this … This is too unbelievable … How lucky must I be to be able to affect you?!  

Taiyin true deity: ” changes in the dark are very mysterious. I can’t explain it clearly!  However, one thing 

is for sure. You must have gained a lot of merit points recently, and your luck is at its peak! 

Chen Xiaobei thought, that’s true! Not long ago, I resolved a war and received thirty million merit points 

in one go. I should be very lucky! 

Taiyin true deity,”that’s right!” Your luck is exuberant, so it’s only natural that good things will happen 

one after another in the near future! 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself,’as expected, good things come to good people. The heavens did not lie 

to me! With the cultivation technique, I can start to cultivate primordial spirit strange fire! 

Taiyin true deity: ” that cultivation technique is engraved on a stone tablet. If you have nothing else to 

say, I’ll go get it for you and send it to you in a red packet!  

Chen Xiaobei: I still have something to ask! 

Taiyin true deity: 

Chen Xiaobei thought, I got the soul of a peak three-star earth-god poisonous demon! Brother, you’re an 

expert in using poison and Gu, do you have any way for me to subdue this Demon Soul? 



Taiyin true deity-Demon Soul? This question actually had nothing to do with using poison or Gu! After 

the poison became a demon, he had to use the method of subduing demons to subdue it! 

Chen Xiaobei, the way to subdue the demon? How do I do it? 

Taiyin true deity: ” the first method is very simple. Beat it into submission!  Beat it until it willingly 

submitted! 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself,’that’s not realistic … A peak three-star earth-god monster is very wild 

and ambitious! They might surrender today, but they might betray him tomorrow. This was too 

unstable! 

Taiyin true deity thought,”no, this method is very reliable!” That was because a true demon was at least 

at the primordial soul realm! If it is willing to submit, it will open its primordial spirit to you! 

Taiyin true deity-as long as you plant a primordial spirit mark in its primordial spirit, you can control its 

life and death! If it betrays you, you can destroy its primordial spirit with a single thought! It’s absolutely 

safe! 

Chen Xiaobei: I’m going to fight with the soul of the poisonous demon! Beat it up until it submitted! 

Taiyin true deity-don’t be anxious! This is a good idea, but you can’t use it! 

Chen Xiaobei: Can’t use it? Why was this so? (Sweating profusely) 

Taiyin true deity: ” because you have to reach the primordial soul realm before you can plant a 

primordial soul mark in the primordial soul of a demon!  

I’m still very far away from the primordial soul realm! Let’s talk about other ways … 

Taiyin true deity-the second method is to sign a primordial spirit contract! 

Chen Xiaobei, can I use this method? If it can’t be used, just skip it and say the next one … 

Taiyin true deity, it can be used! Besides, you have no other choice. You can only use this method! 

Chen Xiaobei,”bro, please tell me!” (Serious) 

Taiyin true deity: ” if you want to subdue the demonic soul of a peak three-star earth-god, you have to 

use the blood of a four-star earth-god to write a primordial spirit blood contract!  

Taiyin true deity said,”as long as the demonic soul agrees to sign the contract, a blood contract mark will 

appear in its primordial spirit!” With the blood pact Jade token in your hand, you can also kill the 

primordial spirit of that Demon Soul with a single thought! 

[ I need the blood of a four-star earth-god … That’s difficult even for me … ] 

Taiyin true deity: ” if you’re not in a hurry, you can wait. After I return from the ancient Barrens, I’ll 

personally help you find the blood!  After all, four-star earth-level deities were too weak to be found in 

the ancient desolate land! 



Chen Xiaobei thought,’a four-star earth-god is too weak? (F ** k!) He was sweating profusely! Waterfall 

of sweat! My brother! Can you not provoke me? I can’t defeat a four-star earth-god! There would be no 

harm without comparison … 

Taiyin true deity: ” you’re still young. It’s normal that you can’t defeat a four-star earth-god!  Since he 

couldn’t fight them with force, he had to think of a way to win them with intelligence! With your 

intelligence, you should be able to get the four-star earth-god’s blood by yourself without waiting for me 

to come back! 

Chen Xiaobei: (Eyes lit up) brother! I have an idea! I know that there is a pool of four-star earth level 

deity’s blood in the blood Emperor Starfield! 

Taiyin true deity: I knew you had a way!  after you take that pool of blood, you can write more 

primordial spirit blood contracts and subdue more Demon Souls below four-star! 

Chen Xiaobei: Brother was right! I’m going to take away that pool of four-star earth-god blood! Not a 

single drop was left! 

Taiyin true deity: ” any other questions? ” 

Chen Xiaobei: 

Taiyin true deity, [ then I’ll keep it in my private pocket! ] 

Ding! Congratulations! You’ve snatched a red envelope from Taiyin true deity. You’ve received an 

ancient stone tablet. It has been stored inside your treasure chest! 

Ding! Congratulations! You’ve snatched a red envelope from Taiyin true deity. You’ve received a blood 

pact Jade token. It has been stored in your treasure chest! 

“I got the red packet!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s lips curled into a devilish smile.  “Qin Wuxin! Your blood pool will soon be mine! If you’re 

not dead yet, you’ll probably die of anger! Hehe …” 

Chapter 1879: Witch Dragon heavenly flame (1) 

 

“Let’s cultivate the primordial spirit strange fire first!” 

After saying goodbye to Taiyin true deity, Chen Xiaobei took out the ancient stone tablet from his 

infinite space ring. 

After all, the ingredients for the high-grade heavenly dog biscuit were already complete, and all that was 

left was to wait for the divine fire to refine it. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei had to quickly cultivate the primordial spirit strange fire! 

As for the instant noodles needed for the food competition, Chen Xiaobei had already asked Jin Fei to 

transport them from earth. 



It was a Kang Shuai Fu’s brand, with all the different flavors and recipes. Chen Xiaobei did not have to 

worry about it at all! 

All Chen Xiaobei needed to do was focus on refining the primordial spirit strange fire. 

He turned to look at the stone tablet. There were ancient words carved on it. It was an entire primordial 

spirit deviant flame cultivation technique that Wu Long had created. 

If it was anyone else, it would be very difficult to decipher this cultivation method. 

However, Chen Xiaobei had the scholar’s heart, and his learning ability was very strong. He quickly 

familiarized himself with the ancient characters and began to study the skill. 

One had to know that this cultivation technique had already reached the nine-star divine level! 

An ordinary person would need at least three to five years to learn the basics, let alone understand it 

thoroughly. 

However, this skill came from the witch Dragon itself. The vital essence, breath, blood, and many other 

core elements in it complemented the witch dragon’s bloodline. It was a skill that was tailored for Chen 

Xiaobei! 

Coupled with the scholar heart’s super learning ability, Chen Xiaobei managed to completely understand 

the technique in just three hours. 

That night, Chen Xiaobei did not fall asleep. He stayed in his room to cultivate. 

According to the special method, Chen Xiaobei’s ethereal force, Qi, and blood would all flow into his 

dantian. 

They were like three Rivers of energy, constantly washing and cleansing the newly born divine 

calculation fire seed! 

At first, there were no changes. 

However, after circulating the technique 99 times, the original Crimson essence Soul Fire seed turned 

purple-gold. 

At the same time, the witch Dragon bloodline produced a strong sense of hunger. 

Just like when he used the witch Dragon’s nine transformation, his bloodline craved for spiritual Qi! As 

long as there was enough spiritual Qi, unimaginable changes could happen! 

“Success! All we need to do now is to ignite the fire!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not take out the spiritual stones. 

Instead, he retrieved the heaven and earth smelt from his infinite space ring. 

The reason why the witch Dragon bloodline was hungry was that it had to consume spiritual energy to 

ignite the purple-gold witch Dragon heavenly flame! 



After igniting it, he would need to continuously absorb spiritual energy to cultivate the witch Dragon 

heavenly flame! Just like his own cultivation base, he had to improve it bit by bit! 

To put it simply, a Mystical Fire was the same as one’s cultivation. If one wanted to become stronger, 

they would need to invest a huge amount of spiritual energy and a huge amount of time! 

Because of this, ordinary people couldn’t even care about their own cultivation, so how could they have 

the time and spiritual energy to cultivate strange fires? 

Chen Xiaobei was no different from any other person, he did not have the time to slowly cultivate his 

Mystical Fire! 

The only difference was that Chen Xiaobei had a super energy that could instantly increase his level-the 

spiritual aura of heaven and earth! 

“Hiss …” 

The heaven and earth furnace floated in front of him. Chen Xiaobei took a deep breath and absorbed 

the countless strands of heaven and earth spiritual aura that were shining with seven-colored light. 

“Whoosh …” 

Originally, the process of igniting the strange fire would still take eighty-one days! 

However, with the mystical spirituality of heaven and earth, the purple-gold essence Soul Fire seed was 

immediately activated! 

“Bang!” 

The tiny essence Soul Fire seed instantly ignited into a dancing purple-gold Flame! 

This was Chen Xiaobei’s unique witch Dragon Flame! 

At this moment, this strange fire was still very weak, but as it absorbed the spiritual aura of heaven and 

earth, it would become stronger and stronger! 

When it grew to the highest level, it would become a nine-star divine fire, powerful enough to burn 

gods! Burning the void! 

Of course, if he wanted to grow into a nine-star divine fire, he would need to consume a massive 

amount of heaven and earth spiritual aura. The one before him was still far from that! 

“Hiss … Hiss …” 

Chen Xiaobei kept absorbing the heaven and earth’s spiritual aura. With every breath he took, he was 

absorbing it, trying to make the witch Dragon Flame stronger. 

Right now, the spiritual aura of heaven and earth within the furnace was still abundant. 

The soul of the tree demon, all the resources of the sacred flame Guild, the one-star earth-god level fire 

spirit armor, two three-star earth-god items from the five poison sacred sect’s Treasury, and a three-star 

earth-god level spirit herb. 



All of these items had been refined. With all the heaven Earth spiritual aura, the witch Dragon heavenly 

flame could be upgraded to a three-star earth-god level! 

Chen Xiaobei had planned to upgrade his Nightstalker outfit and other trump cards, but the witch 

Dragon Flame was clearly his priority now! 

“Hiss … Hiss …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not stop for even a moment. He took in big gulps of the heaven and earth spiritual 

aura. 

The witch Dragon heavenly flame was also getting stronger. In just a dozen seconds, it had risen a dozen 

levels and reached the three-star earth-god level! 

“Phew … Finally done …” 

Chen Xiaobei let out a sigh of relief, and his face lit up with excitement.  “Although the spiritual aura of 

the heaven and earth has been completely exhausted, I have gained a lot!” 

“Bang!” 

Chen Xiaobei conjured a ball of purple-gold Flame in his palm! 

The flames emitted an ancient and desolate aura! It was deep and heavy, as if an ancient dragon King 

was sleeping soundly! 

But Chen Xiaobei only needed to think about it and this ancient dragon King would wake up and unleash 

the power of a three-star earth-god! 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei did not use any spiritual stones to conjure the purple-gold fire! 

Both of them were three-star earth-god level, but the Dragon’s edge would require 100 million low-

grade spiritual Qi. 

However, the appearance of the witch Dragon heavenly flame did not even consume half a spiritual 

stone! 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei now had a three-star earth-god instrument that did not require any 

spiritual stones! 

In Monkey King’s words, this was a skill that belonged to Chen Xiaobei. He did not need to rely on 

external forces at all! 

 the witch Dragon strange fire is like a part of my body. As long as I don’t die, the witch Dragon strange 

fire will not be extinguished!  

Chen Xiaobei’s face was full of excitement.”There’s no need to consume spirit stones, and you can use it 

infinitely in battle! The witch Dragon Flame alone is enough to destroy an ordinary three-star earth-god 

instrument!” 

 in order to upgrade the witch Dragon heavenly flame, I’ve spent all of my heaven Earth spiritual aura. 

However, it’s definitely worth it!  



 next, I can start to refine high-grade heavenly court dog food!  

Chen Xiaobei kept the heaven and earth smelt and took out the green jade cauldron. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei then injected a wisp of witch dragon’s flame into the green jade cauldron. 

In an instant, most of the spirit herbs in the cauldron were refined, emitting a strong medicinal effect. 

There were also three types of three-star earth-god grade spirit herbs. If he used the wondrous spell 

spirit Heart Flame, he would need a few months to refine them! 

However, under the influence of the witch Dragon heavenly flame, the three earth-god elixirs were 

showing signs of being refined. 

In terms of speed, although the witch Dragon Flame was slower than the true Samadhi fire, it was at 

least a hundred times faster than the wondrous spell spirit Heart Flame! 

 in this way, this furnace of high-grade heavenly dog biscuit will be ready in about ten days!  

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  now, I can participate in the food competition without any worries!  

Chapter 1880: Gourmet competition (2) 

 

After some simple packing, it was already the second day’s work. 

Chen Xiaobei gathered with his parents and the rest of the disciples in bei Xuan faction. Then, he quickly 

went to check on the cosmetics factory and the entertainment company. 

In the past, the development of both sides had been relatively stable, and they had basically started off 

normally. 

However, new brands of cosmetics and new variety of entertainment methods had just appeared and 

were not very well-known. If they wanted to make a lot of money, it would take a long time for them to 

ferment and be accepted and liked by more people. 

Chen Xiaobei wondered if he should find a celebrity to endorse his products. 

If everything went well, Chen Xiaobei would move the first love peach over and even copy the sacred 

Armory factory. He would then build his own business empire in the Vermilion Bird continent. 

By that time, wealth would continue to gather, and Bei Xuan faction would be as rich as a country. They 

would no longer be short of spiritual stones. 

…… 

It was already evening by the time they returned from the cosmetics factory and the entertainment 

company. 

Chen Xiaobei ate two mouthfuls of food, ran into his room, took out his phone, and opened the Three 

Realms red envelope group! 



Today was the day of the food competition, and the group was already very lively! 

As the saying goes, food is the heaven for the people! 

Although the immortals and monsters in the group had all abstained from food, it was no problem even 

if they did not eat or drink. However, the delicious food still held a huge attraction to them! 

For the big foodies in the group, today was simply the grandest Festival! 

King of Hell,”when does the competition start?” I’ve come back from my busy schedule! He couldn’t 

wait to enjoy the food! (Drooling) 

Shennong replied,”don’t worry!” I’ve already asked around, there are over a hundred participants 

today! In other words, there are hundreds of delicacies waiting for us to taste! (Drooling) 

Bull Demon King-hundreds of delicacies! This was really great! (Drooling) 

Starlord culinary God thought, strange? Of the four gluttons in this group, why are there only three of 

you? Where was Marshal Tianpeng? (Puzzled) 

King of Hell: Why didn’t Tian Peng come? He was missing one out of the four big foodies! Quickly come! 

Quickly come! @ Marshal Tianpeng 

Bull Demon King thought,”he didn’t even come when there’s good food. Tian Peng must have gone to 

pick up girls!” (Disdainful) 

Shen Nong said,”as we all know, Tian Peng likes beautiful women more than good food!” We don’t need 

to wait for him! 

Starlord culinary God: ” in that case, I’m going to announce the rules!  

[ Starlord culinary God: a total of 108 participants today! ] In order to ensure fairness, we will use the 

judges ‘voting method to choose the final winner! 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: Don’t tell me they’re all from your heavenly court? In that case, the 

final vote would definitely be unfair! 

Starlord culinary God-don’t worry, great sage! Originally, the judges were me and the four foodies of the 

group! However, we have lost contact with Marshal Tianpeng. Therefore, I, the King of Hell, Shennong, 

and the Bull Demon King will be the judges! 

[ Starlord God Eater: I represent the heavenly court! ] The King of Hell represented the land! The Bull 

Demon King represented demons! Shennong represented the human Immortals! The four of us have 

completely different standpoints, but our persistent pursuit of delicious food is completely the same! 

Starlord culinary God: ” here, I promise all the members that I will vote in a fair and open manner!  

“Old man Shen Nong is representing the human celestial?” 

Holding the phone, Chen Xiaobei was stunned for a moment, then he understood.  “Shennong is the 

Nong sovereign of the Three Sovereigns and Five Emperors! The Three Sovereigns and Five Emperors 



were originally mortals. Although they are now in the heavenly court, they can represent the human 

race!” 

“If you look at it this way, this food competition is really fair and open! It’s not Shen Gongbao’s style to 

not play tricks in the PK competition!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s brows furrowed. In the past, Chen Xiaobei had always been able to deal with Shen 

gongpao’s schemes and plots. 

But this time, Shen gongpao was being so fair. Chen Xiaobei was not used to it. 

Of course, whatever Chen Xiaobei could think of, Monkey King could think of as well. 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal, where is Shen Gongbao? Why isn’t he hosting today? He didn’t even 

come out to be a judge? Don’t tell me he’s up to something again! 

Starlord culinary God, great sage, why ask when you already know the answer? Exalted immortal Shen 

had been sealed by the prime of Tongtian with 300 talismans of bad luck and had not come out for a 

long time! Shen shangxian didn’t ask anything about the food competition from the beginning to the 

end, probably because he wasn’t in the mood … 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal, thought,”that shouldn’t be … Why would Shen Gongbao stand aloof 

from the world?” Even a fool would not believe it! (Suspicion) 

Starlord culinary God: ” I can’t do anything if you don’t believe me, great sage. However, the PK 

competition has to proceed as usual. Now, all participants, please divide your food into four portions 

and distribute them to the four judges in your private bags!  

With Starlord culinary God’s order, the group suddenly became lively. After the 108 participants had 

sent out their private packages, they began to discuss it intensely in the group. 

“I don’t care if Shen gongpao is up to something or not. I’ll send the instant noodles over first!” 

Chen Xiaobei took out four boxes of Kang Shuai Fu instant noodles, made four different flavors, and sent 

them to the four judges. 

After sending the message, Chen Xiaobei returned to the group and waited for the results of the voting. 

It had to be said that there was only one winner among the 108 dishes. This was simply like a thousand 

troops crossing a single-plank bridge. The difficulty of winning was quite high. 

Even so, Chen Xiaobei was still very confident in the Shuai Fu instant noodles. 

Coincidentally, the other participants in the group seemed to be very confident! 

Lei Zhenzi, [ you guys can go to bed now! ] Today’s winner will definitely be me! (Confident) 

The Great Sage, Heaven’s Equal: How can you make delicious food? 

Lei Zhenzi,[I flew to the peak of the ancient parasol tree and fought with a demonic Phoenix for ten days 

and ten nights before I finally killed it!] After that, he would use the Thunder Heart Scarlet Flame to 



slowly stew it for three days and three nights! It was a pot of Supreme medicinal cuisine that was 

brewed with 99 kinds of tonic herbs! You can’t beat me! 

Chen Xiaobei: Using the Phoenix to stew medicinal cuisine? This … This is too exaggerated …(Surprised) 

Wei Xiaobao,”what’s so great about medicinal cuisine?” I’ll use 99 different kinds of whips and add 

chopped green onions, rattan peppers, skyward peppers … And dozens of other ingredients! Stir-fried a 

hundred whips! After eating it, he could marry eighteen wives and still be able to stand tall! 

Chen Xiaobei,”isn’t it stir-fried hundred whips?” Why did he only use 99? 

Wei Xiaobao,”the essence of this dish is at the end. When it’s ready, I poured a small cup of my precious 

hundred fruits Dragon dick moonshine!” Not only was it fragrant, but it was also just enough for a 

hundred whips! 

Jade-faced Fox thought,’your food is too inattentive!’ I’ve used 108 types of Immortal Fruits to carve the 

shape of a Hundred Flowers and carefully arranged them into a platter of flowers! Only the word 

“exquisite” can describe my work! 

Chen Xiaobei-108 types of divine fruits! (Surprised) you must have spent a lot of effort to make it, right? 

Jade-faced Fox replied,”of course!” It took me nearly a month to practice carving and plate 

presentation! 

Chen Xiaobei: He really paid attention! 

Jade-faced Fox asked,”by the way, God Chen, what kind of food did you prepare?” 

Chen Xiaobei: ” my food is far worse than yours. It’s just a bowl of ramen.  (Shrugging) 

 


